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ROM V' NISAH SOARING EVEN HIGHER
Just when you thought that camp could not get even better, along comes
Camp Rom V' Nisah - the mesivta camp that everyone is raving about.
Specifically designed for boys finishing ninth and tenth grades, Camp
Rom V'Nisah offers the best of Camp Romimu coupled with the adventure
of a traveling camp. Fun, excitement, friendships and loads of incredible
memories are the hallmarks of a fabulous, wonderful, stupendous,
astounding Rom V'Nisah summer.

own dining room for Shabbos, Rom V'Nisah seudos were complete with
heartwarming zemiros and inspirational divrei Torah. The camaraderie and
joy exploded, as the boys reminisced about their past week and simply
enjoyed time together to feel the Ruach of Shabbos. As heard from Y.S.,
"Shabbos is so great here. I get to learn, unwind with my friends and simply
relax in a Torahdik atmosphere."

ROM V’ NISAH BUSES ALWAYS ON THE MOVE!
Trips! Trips! And even More Trips! The Rom V’Nisah buses are always ready
for action. Many times each week, the boys are getting ready to load the
buses and are off to another adventure. Bochrim in Camp
Rom V’Nisah enjoy a myriad of activities. Indoor
skydiving, parasailing, skating, go karting, hiking,
laser tag, challenge courses, sports adventures,
intercamp games, wilderness trips, horseback
riding are only some of the many, many trips
enjoyed by Camp Rom V’Nisah. The highlights
of the summer are the exciting, adventurous two
day trips exclusively for Rom V’Nisah. Bochrim
have the special opportunity to explore, to enjoy
and to bond together in such exciting places, like
New Hampshire and Lake George. These trips are not
only exciting, but also give the bochrim the opportunity
to challenge themselves and to experience adventures that
they have never encountered. At the end of these trips, the
Camp Rom V’Nisah bochrim have a sense of accomplishment,
as well as an even greater feeling of friendship and camaraderie.
As the boys descend from the buses, the refrain heard from each and every
participant is the same – “Amaaaazing!”

EXCLUSIVE! EXCLUSIVE!
Rom V'Nisah's own beis medrash, minyanim, and meal schedules are
certainly a hit with the Rom V'Nisah bochrim. But perhaps best of all, were
the inspiring Shabbos meals enjoyed by Rom V'Nisah. Housed in their

SPOTLIGHT ON THOSE
MEMORABLE SUMMER DAYS
Camp Rom V’Nisah has a full and geshmake program in camp. Their days
are marked by special, wonderful memories and experiences. “I am so glad
I joined this camp,” exclaimed C.S. to Rabbi Pfeiffer. “Every day is awesome.
I wake up each morning anticipating a day full of fun and excitement.”
Camp Rom V’Nisah enjoys top notch organized leagues, sports clinics,
football tournaments, basketball tournaments, Friday night tisch, incredible
speakers and hartzig kumzitzes and melave malkas. The RVN bochurim are
thrilled with the exhilarating water skiing program. The exclusive Rom
V’Nisah color war is a memorable experience for all the boys. They end their
summer showcasing their talents and sharing memories - an incredible way
to cement the friendships formed this summer. The connections they make
and the bonds they have created are the hallmark of an RVN summer.

